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Abstract—Learning time-series representations when only unlabeled data or few labeled samples are available can be a challenging
task. Recently, contrastive self-supervised learning has shown great improvement in extracting useful representations from unlabeled
data via contrasting different augmented views of data. In this work, we propose a novel Time-Series representation learning
framework via Temporal and Contextual Contrasting (TS-TCC) that learns representations from unlabeled data with contrastive
learning. Specifically, we propose time-series-specific weak and strong augmentations and use their views to learn robust temporal
relations in the proposed temporal contrasting module, besides learning discriminative representations by our proposed contextual
contrasting module. Additionally, we conduct a systematic study of time-series data augmentation selection, which is a key part of
contrastive learning. We also extend TS-TCC to the semi-supervised learning settings and propose a Class-Aware TS-TCC (CA-TCC)
that benefits from the available few labeled data to further improve representations learned by TS-TCC. Specifically, we leverage the
robust pseudo labels produced by TS-TCC to realize a class-aware contrastive loss. Extensive experiments show that the linear
evaluation of the features learned by our proposed framework performs comparably with the fully supervised training. Additionally, our
framework shows high efficiency in few labeled data and transfer learning scenarios. The code is publicly available at
https://github.com/emadeldeen24/CA-TCC.
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1 INTRODUCTION

T Ime-series data are being incrementally collected on a
daily basis from IoT, wearable devices, and machines

sensors for various applications in healthcare, manufac-
turing, etc. [1]. However, unlike images, time-series data
generally do not contain human recognizable patterns to
differentiate different classes and thus easily assign class la-
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bels to data. Consequently, different time-series applications
require trained specialists to perform the challenging data
annotation/labeling task. Therefore, little time-series data
have been labeled in real-world applications compared to
the collected data [2]. With the advance of deep learning
techniques, it becomes essential to train deep learning-
based models with a massive amount of labeled data to
learn useful representations and avoid overfitting. However,
applying them to time-series data becomes challenging with
the aforementioned labeling limitations.

Self-supervised learning has gained much attention re-
cently for exploiting unlabeled data to learn powerful
representations for deep learning models. Compared with
models trained on fully labeled data (i.e., supervised mod-
els), self-supervised pretrained models can extract effective
representations and achieve comparable performance when
fine-tuned with a small percentage of the labels [3], [4].
The recent rebirth of self-supervised learning relied on
manually-designed pretext tasks to learn representations
about data. For example, Noroozi et al. split the image into
smaller patches, shuffled them, and trained the model to
reorder these patches to form the original image [3]. Some
other pretext tasks assigned pseudo labels to different vari-
ations of input samples. For instance, Gidaris et al. applied
several rotations to the original image and assigned a label
to each angle [5]. The model was then trained to predict the
rotation angle of the image as a classification task.

Contrastive learning has recently shown its strong ability
over pretext tasks to learn representations from unlabeled
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data. The strength point of contrastive learning is its ability
to learn invariant representations by contrasting different
views of the input sample, which are generated using aug-
mentation techniques [4], [6], [7]. However, these image-
based contrastive learning methods may not be able to
work well on time-series data for the following reasons.
First, unlike images, where features are mostly spatial, the
time-series data are mainly characterized by their temporal
dependencies [8]. Therefore, applying the aforementioned
techniques directly to time-series data may not efficiently
address the temporal features of data. Second, some aug-
mentation techniques used for images such as color dis-
tortion, generally cannot fit well with time-series data. So
far, few works on contrastive learning have been proposed
for time-series data. For example, [9], [10] developed con-
trastive learning methods for bio-signals. However, these
two methods are proposed for specific clinical applications
and may not generalize to other time-series data.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework that incor-
porates contrastive learning into self- and semi-supervised
learning. Specifically, we propose a Time-Series represen-
tation learning framework via Temporal and Contextual
Contrasting (TS-TCC) that is trained on totally unlabeled
datasets. Our TS-TCC employs two contrastive learning and
augmentation techniques to handle the temporal dependen-
cies of time-series data. We propose simple yet efficient data
augmentations that can fit any time-series data to create
two different, but correlated views of the input samples.
These views are then used by the two innovative contrastive
learning modules. In the first module, we propose a novel
temporal contrasting module to learn robust representations
by designing a tough cross-view prediction task. Specifi-
cally, for a certain timestep, it utilizes the past latent features
of one augmentation to predict the future of the other
augmentation. This novel operation will force the model
to learn robust representation by a harder prediction task
against any perturbations introduced by different timesteps
and augmentations. In the second module, we propose
contextual contrasting to further learn discriminative repre-
sentations upon the robust representations learned by the
temporal contrasting module. In this contextual contrasting
module, we aim to maximize the similarity among different
contexts of the same sample while minimizing similarity
among contexts of different samples. The pretrained model
learns powerful representations about the time-series data
regardless of downstream tasks.

We also extend TS-TCC to the semi-supervised settings,
where few labeled samples are available, and propose the
Class-Aware TS-TCC (CA-TCC). Specifically, we fine-tune
the TS-TCC encoder with the few labeled samples and
deploy it to generate pseudo labels for the whole unlabeled
data. Next, we utilize the class information in the pseudo
labels in the supervised contextual contrasting between
samples to maximize the similarity between samples hav-
ing the same class label, while minimizing the similarity
between samples from different classes.

This journal paper is an extended version of our previous
work [11]. The main adjustments are listed as follows: 1) We
extend our TS-TCC model to fit the semi-supervised setting
by taking advantage of the available few labeled data to
further improve the learned representations. 2) We study

the time-series data augmentations, which are considered
as a key part of contrastive learning, in more details. We
also provide a systematic methodology for selecting the
best augmentations for time-series data. 3) We conduct
additional experiments to assess our proposed CA-TCC,
demonstrating the effectiveness of its learned representa-
tions in the semi-supervised settings. In summary, the main
contributions of this work are as follows.

• A novel contrastive learning framework for time-
series representation learning with two variants is
developed. The first (TS-TCC) is proposed for learn-
ing from unlabeled data, and the second (CA-TCC)
is proposed for semi-supervised learning.

• We provide simple yet efficient augmentations that
are designed for time-series data in the contrastive
learning framework, and provide extensive discus-
sion about their selection.

• We propose a novel temporal contrasting module to
learn robust representations from time-series data
by designing a tough cross-view prediction task.
In addition, we propose a (supervised) contextual
contrasting module to further learn discriminative
representations upon the robust representations.

• We perform extensive experiments on the two pro-
posed variants of our framework using ten real-
world datasets. Experimental results show that both
variants are capable of learning effective representa-
tions for different scenarios.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Self-supervised Learning

Self-supervised learning is gaining more attention recently,
as it deals with the emerging problem of learning from
unlabeled data [12], [13], [14]. The recent advances in self-
supervised learning started with applying pretext tasks on
images to learn useful representations. Many pretext tasks,
that vary in nature, have been proposed according to the
target applications. For image-related applications, Zhang
et al. trained their model to color the input grayscale image
[15]. Misra et al. proposed learning invariant representations
based on pretext tasks by encouraging the representation of
both the pretext task and the original image to be similar
[16]. Zhai et al. developed pretext tasks based on self-
supervised training to empower the representations learned
in a semi-supervised setting [17].

For video-related tasks, Srivastava et al. proposed dif-
ferent tasks such as input sequence reconstruction, or fu-
ture sequence prediction to learn representations of video
sequences [18]. In addition, Wei et al. proposed training the
model to check if the order of the input frame sequences is
correct or not [19]. Another direction is to use ranking as a
proxy task to solve regression problems [20], in which the
authors developed a backpropagation technique for Siamese
networks to prevent redundant computations. Although
using pretext tasks can improve representation learning,
they are found to limit the generality of the learned rep-
resentations. For example, classifying the different rotation
angles of an image may deviate the model from learning
features about the color or orientation of objects [21].
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On the other hand, contrastive methods intend to learn
invariant representations from different augmented views of
data. The different methods vary between each other in their
ways of choosing negative samples against positive samples
during training. SimCLR [4] considered the augmented
views of the original image as the positives, while all the
other views of different images within the batch are treated
as negatives. This technique benefits from larger batch sizes
to accumulate more negative samples. Another approach
was to accumulate a large number of the negative samples in
a memory bank as proposed in MoCo [7]. The embeddings
of these samples are updated with the most recent ones at
regular intervals. The next direction was to use contrastive
learning without the need for negative samples. For ex-
ample, BYOL [22] learned representations by bootstrapping
representations from two neural networks that interact and
learn from each other. SimSiam [23] supported the idea
of neglecting the negative samples and relied only on a
Siamese network and stop-gradient operation to achieve
state-of-the-art performance.

Some methods deployed contrastive learning in semi-
supervised settings. For example, FixMatch [24] used weak
augmented views to produce pseudo labels for the in-
put image, and if the pseudo label exceeds a confidence
threshold, they use it to penalize the prediction of the
strong augmented view of the same input image. While
all these approaches have successfully improved represen-
tation learning for visual data, they may not work well
on time-series data that have different properties, such as
temporal dependency.

2.2 Self-supervised Learning for Time-Series
Self-supervised representation learning for time-series is be-
coming more popular recently. Some approaches employed
pretext tasks for time-series data. For example, Saeed et
al. designed a binary classification pretext task for human
activity recognition by applying several transformations on
the data and trained the model to classify between the
original and the transformed versions [25]. Similarly, Sarkar
et al. proposed SSL-ECG, in which ECG representations are
learned by applying six transformations to the dataset as
pretext tasks, and assigned pseudo labels according to the
transformation type [26]. The model is expected to learn
useful representations about the data by classifying these
transformations. The same approach was used by Saeed
et al. as they designed eight auxiliary tasks and learning
representations from multi-sensor human activity data [27].
Additionally, Aggarwal et al. learned subject-invariant rep-
resentations by modeling local and global activity patterns
[28].

Inspired by the success of contrastive learning in visual
applications, few works have recently leveraged contrastive
learning for time-series data. For example, CPC [21] learned
representations by predicting the future in the latent space
and showed great advances in various speech recognition
tasks. Banville et al. studied three self-supervised tasks with
two pretext tasks, i.e., relative positioning, temporal shuf-
fling, and one contrastive task that uses CPC to learn rep-
resentations about clinical EEG data [29]. They found that
representations learned by CPC perform the best. This indi-
cates that contrastive learning techniques generally perform

better than pretext tasks. Mohsenvand et al. designed EEG-
related augmentations and extended the SimCLR model [4]
to different EEG clinical data [9]. TS2Vec [30] proposed two
contrastive losses, where the first pulls timesteps from the
augmented views closer and pulls the different timesteps
from the same time series away, while the second is the
instance-wise contrasting.

Some methods also included the frequency domain char-
acteristics to learn time-series representations. For example,
Bilinear Temporal-Spectral Fusion (BTSF) [31] applied an
iterative bilinear fusion between feature embeddings of both
time and frequency representations of time series. Similarly,
both TF-C [32] and STFNets [33] learned representations by
pushing the time domain and frequency domain representa-
tions of the same sample closer to each other, while pushing
them apart from representations of other signals.

Existing approaches used either temporal or global fea-
tures. Differently, we address both types of features in our
cross-view temporal and contextual contrasting modules.
These modules rely on different views for input data that
we provide via time-series-specific augmentations.

2.3 Semi-supervised Learning for Time-Series

In semi-supervised learning, a model is trained on a dataset
that is partially labeled, i.e., some samples in the dataset
have been labeled, where it may be expensive or time-
consuming to label all of the examples in the dataset. There
are different approaches for time-series semi-supervised
learning.

The first approach is to apply generic regulariza-
tions, e.g., ensembling and reconstruction. For example,
TEBLSTM [34] applies temporal ensembling based on LSTM
output features. It ensembles two losses, i.e., the supervised
loss on the labeled data, and an unsupervised loss based
on the distance of the current prediction and the previous
ensemble output. Also, REG-GAN [35] uses Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) to learn representations by
regenerating the signals of the whole data and applying
supervised regression loss on the labeled part.

The second approach is self-training, where the unla-
beled samples are assigned pseudo labels. For example,
SUCCESS [36] clustered the data, then assigned pseudo
labels based on the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) dis-
tance. In addition, SelfMatch [37] deployed Gaussian noised
signals to guide the prediction of the augmented view of
the same signal. It also applied self-distillation by guiding
the lower-level blocks of the feature extractor with the
knowledge obtained in the output layer. Last, SemiTime [38]
split the signal into two parts, i.e., past and future. Next, it
applied contrastive loss to push the past of the signal toward
its future, while pulling it away from the future parts of
other signals.

3 METHODS

This section describes the components of the proposed
framework in details. Starting with TS-TCC, we first gen-
erate two different yet correlated views of the input data
based on strong and weak augmentations. Then, a temporal
contrasting module is proposed to explore the temporal
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Fig. 1: The overall architecture of the proposed TS-TCC. The
Temporal Contrasting module learns robust temporal features
through a tough cross-view prediction task. The Contextual
Contrasting module learns discriminative features by maximiz-
ing the similarity between the contexts of the same sample
while minimizing its similarity with the other samples within
the mini-batch.

features of the data with two autoregressive models. These
models perform a tough cross-view prediction task by pre-
dicting the future of one view using the past of the other. We
further maximize the agreement between the contexts of the
autoregressive models by a contextual contrasting module.
These components are illustrated in Fig. 1. For the semi-
supervised settings, our proposed CA-TCC starts with TS-
TCC pretraining phase and includes three more phases to
complete the semi-supervised training, as shown in Fig. 3.
In the next subsections, we will introduce each component
in more details.

3.1 Time-Series Data Augmentation

Data augmentation is a key part in the success of contrastive
learning methods [4], [22]. Contrastive methods try to max-
imize the similarity among different views of the same
sample while minimizing its similarity with other samples.
It is thus important to design proper data augmentations for
contrastive learning. Usually, contrastive learning methods
use two (random) variants of the same augmentation [4],
[9]. Specifically, given a sample x, they produce two views
x1 and x2 sampled from the same augmentation family
T , i.e., x1 ∼ T and x2 ∼ T . However, we argue that
producing views from different augmentations can improve
the robustness of the learned representations. Consequently,
we propose two separate augmentations, such that one
augmentation is weak and the other is strong.

Our framework uses strong augmentation to enable the
tough cross-view prediction task in the next module, which
helps in learning robust representations about the data. The

weak augmentation aims to add some small variations to the
signal without affecting its characteristics or making major
changes in its shape. We include both types of augmentation
to introduce variations of data, which increases the model’s
generalization ability to perform well in the unseen test set.
We discuss more details about the augmentation selection
in Section 5.6.

Formally, for each input sample x, we denote its strongly
augmented view as xs, and its weakly augmented view as
xw, where xs ∼ Ts and xw ∼ Tw. These views are then
passed to the encoder to extract their high dimensional
latent representations. In particular, the encoder has a 3-
block convolutional architecture as proposed in [39]. For an
input x, the encoder maps x into a high-dimensional latent
representation z = fenc(x). We define z = [z1, z2, . . . zT ],
where T is the total timesteps, zi ∈ Rd, where d is the feature
length. Thus, we get zs for the strong augmented views, and
zw for the weak augmented views, which are then fed into
the temporal contrasting module.

3.2 Temporal Contrasting

The Temporal Contrasting module deploys a contrastive
loss to extract temporal features in the latent space with
an autoregressive model. Given the latent representations
z, the autoregressive model far summarizes all z≤t into
a context vector ct = far(z≤t), ct ∈ Rh, where h is the
hidden dimension of far. The context vector ct is then used
to predict the timesteps from zt+1 until zt+k (1 < k ≤ K).
To predict future timesteps, we use a log-bilinear model that
would preserve the mutual information between the input
xt+k and ct, such that fk(xt+k, ct) = exp((Wk(ct))

T zt+k),
where Wk is a linear function that maps ct back into the
same dimension as z, i.e.,Wk : Rh→d.

In our approach, the strong augmentation generates cst
and the weak augmentation generates cwt . We propose a
tough cross-view prediction task by using the context of the
strong augmentation cst to predict the future timesteps of
the weak augmentation zwt+k and vice versa. The contrastive
loss tries to maximize the dot product between the predicted
representation and the true one of the same sample while
minimizing the dot product with the other samples Nt,k

within the mini-batch. Accordingly, we calculate the two
losses Ls

TC and Lw
TC as follows:

Ls
TC = − 1

K

K∑
k=1

log
exp((Wk(c

s
t ))

T zwt+k)∑
n∈Nt,k

exp((Wk(cst ))
T zwn )

(1)

Lw
TC = − 1

K

K∑
k=1

log
exp((Wk(c

w
t ))

T zst+k)∑
n∈Nt,k

exp((Wk(cwt ))
T zsn)

(2)

We use Transformer as the autoregressive model because
of its efficiency and speed [40]. The architecture of the
Transformer model is shown in Fig. 2. It mainly consists
of multi-headed attention (MHA) followed by a Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) block. The MLP block is composed of two
fully-connected layers with a non-linearity ReLU function
and dropout in between. Pre-norm residual connections,
which can produce more stable gradients [41], are adopted
in our Transformer. We stack L identical layers to generate
the final features. Inspired by the BERT model [42], we
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the Transformer model used in the
Temporal Contrasting module. We first attach the classification
token c to the input and pass it through the different Trans-
former model layers. Eventually, we split the token from the
output modified features and use it in the next Contextual
Contrasting module.

add a token c ∈ Rh to the input, whose state acts as a
representative context vector in the output. The operation
of the Transformer starts by applying the features z≤t to a
linear projection WTran layer that maps the features into
the hidden dimension, i.e., WTran : Rd→h. The output of
this linear projection is then sent to the Transformer i.e.,
z̃ = WTran(z≤t), z̃ ∈ Rh. Next, we attach the context
vector into the feature vector z̃ such that the input features
become ψ0 = [c; z̃], where the subscript 0 denotes being
the input to the first layer. Next, we pass ψ0 through
Transformer layers as in the following equations:

ψ̃l = MHA(Norm(ψl−1)) + ψl−1, 1 ≤ l ≤ L; (3)

ψl = MLP(Norm(ψ̃l)) + ψ̃l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L. (4)

Finally, we re-attach the context vector from the final output
such that ct = ψ0

L. This context vector will be the input of
the following contextual contrasting module.

3.3 Contextual Contrasting

We further propose a contextual contrasting module that
aims to learn more discriminative representations. It starts
with applying a non-linear transformation to the contexts
using a non-linear projection head as in [4]. The projection
head maps the contexts into the space where the contextual
contrasting is applied.

Given a batch of N input samples, we will have two
contexts for each sample from its two augmented views
and thus have 2N contexts. For a context cit, we denote
ci

+

t as the positive sample of cit that comes from the other
augmented view of the same input, and hence, (cit, c

i+

t ) is
considered to be a positive pair. Meanwhile, the remaining
(2N − 2) contexts from other inputs within the same batch
are considered as the negative samples of cit, i.e., cit can form
(2N−2) negative pairs with its negative samples. Therefore,
we can derive a contextual contrasting loss to maximize the
similarity between the sample and its positive pair, while
minimizing its similarity with the negative samples within
the mini-batch. As such, the final representations can be
discriminative.

Eq. 6 defines the contextual contrasting loss function
LCC . Given a context cit, we divide its similarity with its
positive sample ci

+

t by its similarity with all the other
(2N − 1) samples, including the positive pair and (2N − 2)
negative pairs, to normalize the loss.

`(i, i+) = − log
exp

(
sim

(
cit, c

i+

t

)
/τ
)

∑2N
m=1 1[m6=i] exp

(
sim

(
cit, c

m
t

)
/τ
) , (5)

LCC =
1

2N

2N∑
k=1

[`(2k − 1, 2k) + `(2k, 2k − 1)] , (6)

where sim(u,v) = uTv/‖u‖‖v‖ denotes the dot product
between `2 normalized u and v (i.e., cosine similarity),
1[m6=i] ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator function, evaluating to 1 iff
m 6= i, and τ is a temperature parameter.

The overall self-supervised loss is the combination of
the two temporal contrasting losses and the contextual
contrasting loss as follows.

Lunsup = λ1 · (Ls
TC + Lw

TC) + λ2 · LCC , (7)

where λ1 and λ2 are fixed scalar hyperparameters denoting
the relative weight of each loss.

3.4 Class-Aware TS-TCC
We propose a second variant of our framework, called the
Class-Aware TS-TCC (CA-TCC), to operate in the semi-
supervised settings. In this variant, we attempt to exploit
the available few labeled data to further improve the repre-
sentation learned by TS-TCC. Our semi-supervised learning
framework is performed in four phases, as shown in Fig. 3.
In Phase 1, we start with a randomly-initialized encoder and
used it in TS-TCC self-supervised pretraining. In Phase 2,
we fine-tune the pretrained encoder with the few labeled
data. In Phase 3, we deploy the fine-tuned encoder to create
pseudo labels for the entire unlabeled dataset. Finally, in
Phase 4, we train the class-aware semi-supervised frame-
work, i.e., CA-TCC, with the pseudo labels.

In the class-aware semi-supervised training, we replace
the unsupervised contextual contrasting with a supervised
contextual contrasting module. This module benefits from
the pseudo-labeled data to train a supervised contrastive
loss [43]. This loss considers samples with the same class
label as positive pairs, while samples from different classes
are considered as negative pairs. This is different from
the unsupervised contrastive loss that only forms positive
pairs from the augmented views of the sample, as depicted
in Fig. 4. This difference can affect the performance of
the model, as the unsupervised contrastive loss may treat
samples having a similar class as negative pairs.

Formally, assuming that the dataset consists ofN labeled
samples {xk, yk}k=1...N , then after applying augmentations,
the dataset becomes of 2N samples, {x̂l, ŷl}l=1...2N such
that x̂2k and x̂2k−1 are the two views of xk, and similarly
yk = ŷ2k = ŷ2k−1. Also assuming that i ∈ I ≡ {1 . . . 2N}
represents the index of an arbitrary augmented sample, and
A(i) ≡ I \ {i}, the supervised contextual contrasting loss
can be expressed as:

LSCC =
∑
i∈I

1

|P (i)|
∑

p∈P (i)

`(i, p), (8)

P (i) = {p ∈ A(i) : ŷp = ŷi}, (9)

where P (i) is the set of indices of all samples with the same
class as the sample x̂i in the batch, and (i, p) for any p ∈ P (i)
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Fig. 4: (a) Unsupervised contrasting vs. (b) supervised con-
trasting. The unsupervised contrasting forms positive pairs
only from the augmented views of the sample, which may
deteriorate the performance. In contrast, supervised contrasting
considers the semantics of the data and forms positive pairs
among all the samples having the same class label. In CA-TCC,
we deploy the pseudo-labeled data to apply the supervised
contrasting in the semi-supervised training.

is thus a positive pair. |P (i)| is the cardinality of P (i). Thus,
the overall loss can be expressed as:

Lsemi = λ3 · (Ls
TC + Lw

TC) + λ4 · LSCC , (10)

where λ3 and λ4 are fixed scalar hyperparameters denoting
the relative weight of each loss.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1 Datasets

To comprehensively evaluate our proposed models, we
adopted ten publicly available real-world datasets that
cover different time-series applications. Additionally, we
investigated the transferability of our learned features on
a fault diagnosis dataset.

4.1.1 Human Activity Recognition
We employed UCI HAR dataset1 [44], which contains sensor
readings for 30 subjects performing 6 activities (i.e., walking,
walking upstairs, downstairs, standing, sitting, and lying
down). The data were collected by a mounted Samsung
Galaxy S2 device on the users’ waist, with a sampling rate
of 50 Hz.

4.1.2 Sleep Stage Classification
We adopted Sleep-EDF dataset2 [45], which includes whole-
night polysomnography (PSG) sleep recordings for 20 sub-
jects. In particular, each recording contains two electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) channels namely Fpz-Cz and Pz-Oz,
with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. In this work, we used a
single EEG channel (i.e., Fpz-Cz), following previous studies
[46], [47]. Sleep stage classification refers to classifying the
input EEG signal into one of five classes: Wake (W), Non-
rapid eye movement (N1, N2, N3), and Rapid Eye Move-
ment (REM).

4.1.3 Epilepsy Seizure Prediction
The Epileptic Seizure Recognition dataset3 [48] consists of
EEG recordings from 500 subjects, where the brain activity
was recorded for each subject for 23.6 seconds. The original
dataset is labeled with five classes, but as four of them do
not include epileptic seizures, we merged them into one
class and treat it as a binary classification problem.

4.1.4 Fault Diagnosis (FD)
Fault Diagnosis dataset4 [49] was collected from sensor
readings of bearing machine under four different working
conditions. Each working condition can be considered as a
separate domain as it has different characteristics from the

1. https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/human+activity+
recognition+using+smartphones

2. https://physionet.org/physiobank/database/sleep-edfx/
3. archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Epileptic+Seizure+Recognition
4. https://mb.uni-paderborn.de/en/kat/main-research/

datacenter/bearing-datacenter/data-sets-and-download

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/human+activity+recognition+using+smartphones
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/human+activity+recognition+using+smartphones
https://physionet.org/physiobank/database/sleep-edfx/
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Epileptic+Seizure+Recognition
https://mb.uni-paderborn.de/en/kat/main-research/datacenter/bearing-datacenter/data-sets-and-download
https://mb.uni-paderborn.de/en/kat/main-research/datacenter/bearing-datacenter/data-sets-and-download
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other working conditions (e.g., rotational speed and load
torque) [50]. Each domain has three classes; two fault classes
(i.e., inner fault and outer fault) and one healthy class. We
use this dataset to conduct the transferability experiment
only and show the effectiveness of our method in transfer
learning scenarios.

4.1.5 UCR repository datasets
We included seven UCR datasets5 in our experiments. The
selected datasets are suitable for our few labels experiments,
and they satisfy a condition that 1% of samples allow all
the classes to be present during the training phase. The
included datasets are: Wafer, FordA, FordB, PhalangesOutli-
nesCorrect (POC), ProximalPhalanxOutlineCorrect (PPOC),
StarLightCurves, and ElectricDevices. We included a de-
tailed discussion about each of these datasets in the sup-
plementary materials.

TABLE 1: A brief description of the 10 datasets used in our
experiments. For the FD dataset, we mentioned the settings
of one working condition, as they are the same for the four
working conditions.

Dataset # Train # Test Length # Channel # Class

HAR 7,352 2,947 128 9 6
Sleep-EDF 25,612 8,910 3,000 1 5
Epilepsy 9,200 2,300 178 1 2
FD 8,184 2,728 5,120 1 3
Wafer 1,000 6,174 152 1 2
FordA 1,320 3,601 500 1 2
FordB 810 3,636 500 1 2
POC 1,800 858 80 1 2
PPOC 600 291 80 1 2
StarLightCurves 1,000 8,236 1,024 1 3
ElectricDevices 8,926 7,711 96 1 7

Table 1 summarizes the statistical details of each dataset,
i.e., the number of training samples (# Train) and testing
samples (# Test), the length of the sample, the number of
sensor channels (# Channel) and the number of classes (#
Class).

4.2 Implementation Details

We split the data into 60%, 20%, and 20% for training,
validation, and testing with considering subject-wise split
for the Sleep-EDF dataset to avoid overfitting. Experiments
were repeated for 5 times with 5 different seeds, and we re-
ported the performance with mean and standard deviation.
The pretraining and downstream tasks were done for 40
epochs, as we noticed that the performance did not improve
with further training. We applied a batch size of 128 (which
was reduced in few-labeled data experiments as data size may
be less than 128). We used Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 3e-4, weight decay of 3e-4, β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.99.
For the strong augmentation, we set the number of segments
M as: MEp=12, MEDF =20, and M=10 for all other datasets,
(see Section 5.6), while for the weak augmentation, we set
the scaling ratio to 2. In TS-TCC, we set λ1 = 1, while we
achieved good performance when λ2 is around 1. Partic-
ularly, we set λ2 as 0.7 in our experiments. For CA-TCC,
was set λ3 = 0.01 and λ4 = 0.7 (see Section 5.5). In the

5. https://timeseriesclassification.com/dataset.php

Transformer, we set the L = 4, and the number of heads
as 4. We tuned h ∈ {32, 50, 64, 100, 128, 200, 256} and set
hEDF =64 and h=100 for all other datasets. We also set its
dropout to 0.1. In contextual contrasting, we set τ = 0.2.
Lastly, we built our model using PyTorch 1.7 and trained it
on a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conduct several experiments to demonstrate the efficacy
of our proposed TS-TCC and CA-TCC models. We measure
the performance using two metrics namely the accuracy
and the macro-averaged F1-score (MF1) to better verify
performance on the imbalanced datasets. These metrics are
defined as follows.

Accuracy =

∑K
i=1 TPi

N
, (11)

MF1-score =
1

K

K∑
i=1

2× Precisioni ×Recalli
Precisioni +Recalli

, (12)

where Precisioni = TPi

TPi+FPi
, and Recalli = TPi

TPi+FNi
.

TPi, FPi, and FNi denote the True Positives, False Posi-
tives, and False Negatives for the i-th class respectively,N is
the total number of samples, and K is the number of classes
in the dataset. Although the results of these two equations
are expected to be in a range from 0 to 1, we report them in
this paper as a percentage.

5.1 Results of Self-supervised TS-TCC Model

5.1.1 Comparison with Baseline Approaches
We compare our proposed TS-TCC against the following
baselines.

1) Random Initialization: by training a linear classifier
on top of a frozen and randomly initialized encoder,
and this represents the lower bound.

2) Supervised: supervised training of both: the en-
coder and the classifier.

3) SSL-ECG [26]: an auxiliary-based self-supervised
learning algorithm, based on classifying signal
transformations.

4) CPC [21]: a contrastive self-supervised learning
method that predicts future timesteps in the embed-
ding space.

5) SimCLR [4]: a contrastive self-supervised learning
method that deploys the unsupervised contrastive
loss based on data augmentations.

It is worth noting that, we use our time-series specific
augmentations to pretrain SimCLR, as it was originally
designed for images.

To evaluate the performance of SSL-ECG, CPC, SimCLR,
and TS-TCC, we first pretrain each of them with the fully
unlabeled data, then use a portion of the labeled data to
evaluate their performance. We follow the standard linear
evaluation scheme [4], [21], in which we train a linear clas-
sifier (single fully connected layer) on top of a frozen self-
supervised pretrained encoder model.

Table 2 shows the linear evaluation results of our ap-
proaches against the baseline methods using 1% and 5%

https://timeseriesclassification.com/dataset.php
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TABLE 2: Results of fine-tuning SELF-SUPERVISED pretrained models with 1% and 5% of labels. Best results across each row are
in bold, while the second-best results are underlined.

1% of labeled data

Random Init Supervised SSL-ECG CPC SimCLR TS-TCC

Datasets Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score

HAR 39.8±3.8 34.7±5.0 44.9±6.7 41.0±6.7 60.0±4.0 54.0±6.0 65.4±1.4 63.8±1.7 65.8±0.7 64.3±0.9 70.5±0.3 69.5±0.5
Sleep-EDF 20.5±1.0 20.7±1.4 34.1±0.3 30.8±0.8 70.9±0.8 61.6±0.7 74.7±0.2 68.7±0.0 58.0±1.0 56.9±0.6 75.8±0.4 70.0±0.2
Epilepsy 70.3±2.1 66.2±2.6 76.1±0.7 74.8±0.4 89.3±0.4 86.0±0.3 88.9±1.1 85.8±0.3 88.3±1.5 84.0±1.0 91.2±0.5 89.2±0.2
Wafer 90.6±1.6 58.1±2.1 91.9±1.3 67.6±9.2 93.4±0.5 76.1±2.4 93.5±0.4 78.4±1.5 93.8±0.2 78.5±1.1 93.2±0.8 76.7±4.6
FordA 50.6±2.1 36.6±4.2 56.4±1.6 54.4±3.5 67.9±8.8 66.2±9.5 75.8±1.4 75.2±1.8 55.9±3.7 55.7±3.8 80.6±2.0 80.0±2.4
FordB 52.5±1.8 47.5±6.4 51.9±2.6 48.0±3.6 64.4±6.2 60.5±7.9 66.8±3.1 65.0±3.9 50.9±1.3 49.8±2.2 72.7±0.9 71.9±1.0
POC 61.4±0.0 38.3±0.0 62.0±0.8 40.0±2.1 62.5±1.8 41.2±4.9 64.8±1.0 48.2±2.9 61.5±0.1 38.4±0.3 63.8±0.5 48.1±0.9
PPOC 68.4±0.0 40.6±0.0 64.3±0.7 64.2±0.7 49.8±7.3 37.6±8.4 63.3±0.7 63.0±0.8 37.6±5.1 32.8±7.7 63.4±0.3 63.1±0.4
StarLightCurves 83.9±1.6 65.4±3.6 78.8±0.9 71.4±0.1 78.3±0.9 72.0±0.8 80.8±1.4 74.4±0.6 80.6±0.6 71.6±0.2 86.0±0.4 79.2±0.7
ElectricDevices 50.8±4.4 41.9±3.6 57.8±1.1 47.5±1.0 60.1±4.1 50.0±4.9 59.3±4.1 48.9±6.7 62.5±1.1 51.2±0.5 63.6±1.2 56.4±0.6

Average 58.8 45.0 61.8 54.0 69.7 60.5 73.3 67.1 65.5 58.3 76.1 70.4

5% of labeled data

HAR 49.6±2.5 45.8±2.0 52.8±1.5 50.9±0.2 63.7±5.3 58.6±7.4 75.4±2.1 74.7±2.5 75.8±1.4 74.9±1.5 77.6±1.8 76.7±1.7
Sleep-EDF 22.8±2.8 22.8±2.2 60.5±3.9 54.8±5.5 73.4±0.5 63.7±0.1 76.3±0.4 70.5±0.3 64.2±1.0 61.9±0.8 77.0±0.6 70.9±0.5
Epilepsy 75.5±3.6 70.5±3.3 83.4±0.7 80.4±0.7 92.8±0.2 89.0±0.3 92.8±0.3 90.2±0.5 91.3±0.5 89.2±1.0 93.1±0.3 93.7±0.6
Wafer 91.2±1.2 65.5±8.2 94.6±0.3 83.9±0.6 94.9±0.3 84.5±0.7 92.5±0.4 79.4±0.8 94.8±0.2 83.3±0.6 93.2±0.4 81.2±0.7
FordA 54.4±2.4 50.5±7.6 54.5±4.3 44.1±8.0 73.6±1.2 70.7±1.5 86.5±1.9 86.5±1.9 69.6±1.3 68.9±1.7 89.9±0.1 89.9±0.1
FordB 51.3±3.2 48.2±5.3 60.5±2.8 58.8±3.7 71.7±3.1 69.8±3.8 86.3±0.8 86.2±0.8 63.0±3.0 60.7±4.2 86.1±1.5 85.9±1.6
POC 61.6±0.3 38.8±1.0 61.4±0.0 38.3±0.0 62.9±0.3 43.3±1.4 66.9±2.6 44.3±8.4 62.7±1.1 42.4±4.0 62.6±1.1 42.6±3.0
PPOC 64.1±2.8 57.4±9.8 69.1±2.4 62.2±6.4 68.8±0.0 40.7±0.0 71.5±3.4 63.9±1.5 48.0±2.3 42.9±2.1 72.1±4.4 64.2±3.7
StarLightCurves 74.2±1.4 69.8±4.1 81.8±0.8 71.4±4.1 82.6±1.3 74.5±1.3 89.1±1.0 84.5±0.8 84.2±1.3 74.0±2.3 89.6±0.2 82.7±0.9
ElectricDevices 57.4±1.2 52.3±1.0 59.7±0.7 55.6±0.8 63.7±0.8 56.1±2.2 62.4±0.6 58.1±0.6 63.9±1.2 58.6±0.6 65.1±0.3 59.2±0.4

Average 60.2 52.2 67.8 60.0 74.8 65.1 80.0 73.8 71.8 65.7 80.6 74.7

of the labeled data. The results show that TS-TCC achieves
the best overall performance across all 10 datasets in both
the 1% and 5% label scenarios. Specifically, TS-TCC is the
best performer on six datasets and the second best on two
datasets with only a small margin behind the best methods.
This demonstrates that our proposed cross-view prediction
task can effectively improve representation learning for var-
ious time-series datasets. It is worth noting that contrastive
methods (e.g., CPC, SimCLR, and our TS-TCC) generally
achieve better results than the pretext-based method (i.e.,
SSL-ECG), which reflects the power of invariant features
learned by contrastive methods. Additionally, CPC shows
better results than SimCLR, being the best on one dataset
and the second best on five datasets. This highlights the im-
portance of learning temporal dependencies in time-series
data for better self-supervised representation learning, as
implemented in CPC and TS-TCC.

5.1.2 Performance under Different Labeling Budgets

We investigate our TS-TCC performance under different
fractions of few labels, by fine-tuning the pretrained model

using 1%, 5%, 10%, 50%, and 75% of randomly selected
instances of the training data. Fig. 5 shows the results of
our fine-tuned TS-TCC along with the supervised training
under the aforementioned settings on three datasets. We
evaluate the performance with MF1 because of the imbal-
ance in the Sleep-EDF dataset. In particular, TS-TCC fine-
tuning (i.e., red curves in Fig. 5) means that we fine-tune the
pretrained encoder with the few labeled samples.

We observe that supervised training performs poorly
with limited labeled data, while our TS-TCC fine-tuning
achieves significantly better performance than supervised
training. For example, with only 1% of labeled data, TS-
TCC fine-tuning can still achieve 69.5% and 89.2% for
HAR and Epilepsy datasets respectively, compared with
47.6% and 74.8% for the supervised training on the same
datasets. Furthermore, with only 10% of labeled data, our
fine-tuned TS-TCC can achieve comparable performance
with the supervised training with 100% of labeled data in
the three datasets, demonstrating its effectiveness under
different semi-supervised settings.

As shown in Fig. 5, TS-TCC fine-tuning is able to achieve
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Fig. 5: Comparison between supervised training vs. TS-TCC fine-tuning on three datasets with different fractions of few labeled
data in terms of MF1-score.
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TABLE 3: Cross-domain transfer learning experiments performed on the Fault Diagnosis dataset. Domains A, B, C, and D represent
the four working conditions. For supervised training, we train on the source domain and directly test on the target domain. For
TS-TCC, we pretrain the model with the unlabeled source domain data, then fine-tune it with the few labels, then test it on the
target domain. The same applies to CA-TCC, except that we include 1% of labeled data in the training. Results are reported in
terms of accuracy

. Best results are in bold, while the second-best ones are underlined.
Method A→B A→C A→D B→A B→C B→D C→A C→B C→D D→A D→B D→C AVG

Supervised 34.38 44.94 34.57 52.93 63.67 99.82 52.93 84.02 83.54 53.15 99.56 62.43 63.83
TS-TCC 43.15 51.50 42.74 47.98 70.38 99.30 38.89 98.31 99.38 51.91 99.96 70.31 67.82
CA-TCC 44.75 52.09 45.63 46.26 71.33 100.0 52.71 99.85 99.84 46.48 100.0 77.01 69.66

TABLE 4: Results of different SEMI-SUPERVISED baselines with 1% and 5% of labels. Best results across each row are in bold,
while the second-best results are underlined.

1% of labeled data

Supervised Mean-Teacher DivideMix SemiTime FixMatch CA-TCC

Datasets Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score

HAR 44.9±6.7 41.0±6.8 75.9±1.9 74.0±2.8 76.5±0.7 75.4±1.0 77.6±1.1 76.3±0.9 76.4±2.5 75.6±2.8 77.3±0.6 76.2±0.1
Sleep-EDF 34.1±0.3 30.8±0.8 73.6±1.0 63.7±0.3 76.5±2.2 66.6±0.8 73.6±3.9 63.4±2.9 72.5±2.2 62.0±2.9 79.4±0.1 70.8±0.5
Epilepsy 76.1±0.7 74.8±0.4 91.5±0.3 90.6±0.6 90.9±0.7 89.4±1.4 91.6±0.3 90.8±0.6 93.2±0.2 92.2±0.5 92.0±0.1 91.9±0.1
Wafer 91.9±1.3 67.6±9.2 94.7±0.2 84.7±0.3 93.2±0.5 82.0±0.8 94.4±0.6 84.4±1.2 95.0±0.4 84.8±1.2 95.1±0.3 85.1±0.6
FordA 56.4±1.6 54.4±3.5 71.7±1.6 71.5±1.8 73.7±1.1 73.3±0.9 75.1±1.3 74.4±1.4 74.5±0.4 74.3±0.4 82.3±1.1 81.7±1.3
FordB 51.9±2.6 48.0±3.6 65.9±2.8 65.8±2.8 54.5±2.8 54.1±3.2 67.6±2.2 67.5±2.3 56.7±5.9 55.4±6.9 73.8±1.5 73.0±1.8
POC 62.0±0.8 40.0±2.1 62.1±0.3 40.8±1.2 62.1±0.6 40.7±2.1 62.0±0.5 40.4±1.6 61.9±0.5 40.0±1.8 63.4±0.4 49.3±0.7
PPOC 64.3±0.7 64.2±0.7 65.3±1.9 64.6±1.3 56.1±6.9 55.6±7.2 64.8±0.5 64.6±0.6 63.7±1.9 63.5±1.8 63.4±0.3 63.1±0.3
StarLightCurves 78.8±0.9 71.4±0.1 79.4±0.5 77.7±0.6 79.0±0.5 77.2±0.4 79.5±0.5 77.8±0.6 77.2±0.3 71.6±0.1 85.8±0.7 77.8±0.5
ElectricDevices 57.8±1.1 47.5±1.0 48.9±8.2 48.3±1.5 59.8±3.9 49.4±2.6 57.3±3.7 48.1±2.7 58.2±1.0 46.9±0.4 65.9±0.8 56.7±1.1

Average 61.8 54.0 72.9 68.2 72.2 66.4 74.4 68.8 72.9 66.6 77.8 72.6

5% of labeled data

HAR 52.8±1.5 50.9±0.2 88.2±1.2 88.1±1.2 89.1±2.0 89.1±1.3 87.6±1.3 87.1±0.8 87.6±0.3 87.3±0.4 88.3±0.4 88.3±0.3
Sleep-EDF 60.5±3.9 54.8±5.5 75.2±0.4 64.8±0.8 75.4±1.3 65.4±1.4 76.5±0.5 65.9±0.9 75.7±1.5 65.1±2.2 82.1±0.2 74.6±0.1
Epilepsy 83.4±0.7 80.4±0.6 94.0±0.4 93.6±0.7 93.9±0.6 93.4±1.1 94.0±0.5 93.0±0.9 93.7±1.4 92.4±0.3 94.5±0.1 94.0±0.1
Wafer 94.6±0.3 83.9±0.6 94.4±0.7 83.8±1.4 94.7±0.6 84.6±1.5 95.0±0.4 84.7±1.0 94.9±0.6 84.4±1.2 95.8±0.2 85.2±0.6
FordA 54.5±4.3 44.1±8.0 82.6±1.6 82.5±1.7 84.0±2.0 83.9±2.1 83.8±1.5 83.7±1.5 83.8±2.2 83.8±2.3 90.9±0.3 90.8±0.3
FordB 60.5±2.8 58.8±3.7 64.6±3.8 62.7±5.5 60.2±5.6 57.9±7.1 65.0±4.9 62.6±7.1 62.7±5.8 60.7±7.5 88.2±0.4 88.2±0.4
POC 61.4±0.0 38.3±0.0 62.1±0.6 41.2±2.5 62.9±1.3 45.9±7.0 62.4±0.5 41.8±1.7 63.1±1.4 43.6±4.3 66.4±0.3 52.8±0.3
PPOC 69.1±2.4 62.2±6.4 73.4±7.6 68.2±3.5 69.4±8.1 67.6±5.8 71.7±6.8 68.6±4.6 72.9±2.4 68.0±0.4 73.7±6.2 69.1±3.7
StarLightCurves 81.8±0.8 71.4±4.1 84.9±2.0 83.9±1.4 85.6±2.8 84.1±2.1 84.6±4.8 83.8±3.7 84.1±2.0 77.5±3.0 88.8±0.7 81.1±2.0
ElectricDevices 59.7±0.7 55.6±0.8 70.1±0.9 60.9±2.4 72.0±1.9 62.1±0.6 71.6±1.0 61.1±0.9 62.6±1.6 55.5±1.3 66.4±1.0 59.3±0.7

Average 67.8 60.0 79.0 73.0 78.7 73.4 79.2 73.2 78.1 71.8 83.5 78.3

impressive performance with few labeled data. Hence, TS-
TCC is expected to generate high-quality pseudo labels in
Fig. 3, which motivates us to propose the variant CA-TCC.

5.2 Results of Semi-supervised CA-TCC Model

5.2.1 Comparison with Baseline Approaches

To examine the efficacy of our CA-TCC in the semi-
supervised settings, we compare it against the following
semi-supervised learning baselines.

1) Mean-Teacher [51]: it consists of two models. The
first is the student model, which is the base regular
model. The second is the teacher model, which is
the averaging of the student model weights using
the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) over the
training steps.

2) DivideMix [52]: it discards the labels that are likely
to be noisy from the training and leverages them
as unlabeled data to regularize the model against
overfitting.

3) SemiTime [38]: it learns the temporal relations in
unlabeled data by splitting the signal into past-
future pairs, then contrasting the past of one sample
with two future splits from another sample.

4) FixMatch [24]: it generates pseudo labels for the
weak augmented view of the signal, and uses it

to produce pseudo labels for the strong augmented
view if it exceeds a confidence threshold.

Notably, the four baselines train a cross-entropy loss on the
labeled portion of the samples. Also, for FixMatch, we apply
our proposed weak and strong augmentations for training.

Table 4 compares the performance of CA-TCC against
semi-supervised baselines across 10 different datasets. Over-
all, the average F1-score of our CA-TCC across the 10
datasets outperforms the average F1-score of the second-
best performing semi-supervised baseline with 3.8% and
4.9% in 1% and 5% of labels, respectively. Specifically,
our CA-TCC ranks first in seven datasets and second in
two other datasets. The consistent superior performance of
our CA-TCC across different datasets and labeling budgets
demonstrates its effectiveness in maximizing the utilization
of labeled data in the semi-supervised settings.

5.2.2 CA-TCC Model Analysis
We discuss the different aspects that yield the improved
performance of the CA-TCC. Specifically, we regard the
improved performance of CA-TCC to having two main
factors. The first is the effective representations learned by
TS-TCC in Phase 1, which enables generating high-quality
pseudo labels. This is demonstrated in Table 2, where TS-
TCC outperforms other self-supervised learning baselines.
Therefore, it was anticipated that the fine-tuned TS-TCC en-
coder should be superior when used to produce the pseudo
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labels. The second factor is the supervised contrastive loss
in CA-TCC, which uses the pseudo-labeled data to include
more positive pairs in the contrastive loss. Nevertheless,
our CA-TCC is flexible in architecture and can anticipate
different models throughout its different phases. Next, we
attempt to validate the aforementioned factors and support
our conclusions.

5.2.2.1 Quality of pseudo labels: To investigate
the effect of pseudo labels, we compare the quality of the
pseudo labels generated by each baseline. Specifically, we
replace our TS-TCC (in Phase 1) with SSL-ECG, SimCLR,
and CPC. Then, for each baseline, we fine-tune the encoder
and use it to generate pseudo labels (Phases 2 and 3) and
then, conduct the semi-supervised training. Figure 6 shows
the accuracy of the generated pseudo labels (generated in
Phase 3) compared to the true labels. We find that the
pseudo labels generated by TS-TCC are more accurate than
those generated by the other baselines. In addition, Table 5
reports the performance with different baselines (deployed
in Phase 1), while fixing CA-TCC (in Phase 4) for two
datasets with different scales, i.e., HAR and Sleep-EDF. We
observe that using TS-TCC in both phases results in the best
performance, supporting our conclusion and justification for
the first reason for improved performance.
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Fig. 6: Accuracy of generated pseudo labels with different self-
supervised learning methods applied to HAR and Sleep-EDF
datasets. Fine-tuning in Phase 2 is performed with 1% of labels.

TABLE 5: Different combinations for the first and second pre-
training phases in our framework. Pretraining in the first phase
is fully unsupervised, while the second phase is class-aware
(TS-TCC or SimCLR) with generated pseudo labels from fine-
tuning with 1% of labels.

HAR Sleep-EDF

Unsupervised
pretraining

Semi-supervised
training Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score

SSL-EEG CA-(TS-TCC) 70.8±0.9 68.4±0.8 76.1±0.4 67.1±0.6
SimCLR CA-(TS-TCC) 73.2±1.2 70.5±1.2 78.3±0.7 68.1±0.5

CPC CA-(TS-TCC) 72.7±0.7 69.6±0.8 79.2±0.4 70.0±0.6
TS-TCC CA-(TS-TCC) 77.3±0.6 76.2±0.1 79.4±0.1 70.8±0.5

SSL-ECG CA-(SimCLR) 69.3±1.3 66.2±1.1 75.5±0.2 66.2±0.9
SimCLR CA-(SimCLR) 67.5±1.4 64.3±1.2 77.5±0.2 67.9±0.6

CPC CA-(SimCLR) 72.2±1.9 69.1±2.6 79.2±0.1 70.1±0.7
TS-TCC CA-(SimCLR) 75.0±1.5 73.1±2.0 79.3±0.3 70.2±0.1

5.2.2.2 Effect of supervised contrastive loss: In
this experiment, we compare the performance of the semi-
supervised training (Phase 4) when using the supervised
contrastive loss against the unsupervised contrastive loss.
The supervised contrastive loss considers samples having
the same class label as positive pairs and samples from
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Fig. 7: Performance comparison with and without supervised
contrastive loss in the semi-supervised training (Phase 4).

different classes as negative pairs. In contrast, the unsu-
pervised contrastive loss only forms positive pairs from
the augmented views of the sample, and all other samples
in the mini-batch are considered as negative pairs. This
difference can affect the performance of the model, as the
unsupervised contrastive loss may treat samples having a
similar class as negative pairs.

Figure 7 compares the performance of the unsupervised
and the supervised contrastive losses in terms of accuracy
and F1-score on the HAR and Sleep-EDF datasets. The
results indicate that the use of the supervised contrastive
loss, which includes more positive pairs, results in improved
performance and better representation learning on both
datasets.

5.2.2.3 Varying CA-TCC model architecture: In
this section, we evaluate the performance of different com-
binations of self-supervised learning algorithms in Phases 1
and 4. Specifically, we use different self-supervised algo-
rithms in Phase 1, while in Phase 4, we deploy only two
baselines that can use the supervised contrastive loss, i.e.,
SimCLR and TS-TCC. The experiments are conducted on
the HAR and Sleep-EDF datasets using 1% of labels.

The results, shown in Table 5, indicate that using class-
aware TS-TCC in the semi-supervised training with any
baseline in Phase 1 consistently outperforms class-aware
SimCLR for both datasets. This superior performance of TS-
TCC can be regarded to its ability to learn temporal relations
in time-series data while also benefiting from the supervised
contrasting, unlike class-aware SimCLR which only learns
through contrasting positive and negative pairs.

In summary, our framework is flexible and allows using
various models in different training phases. However, we
chose to only use TS-TCC as it is the best-performing self-
supervised learning model among the baselines and it is
able to handle class-aware training in the semi-supervised
settings.

5.3 Transfer Learning Experiment
We further examine the transferability of the learned fea-
tures by designing a transfer learning experiment. We use
Fault Diagnosis (FD) dataset for the evaluation under the
transfer learning setting. Recall that the FD dataset has four
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TABLE 6: Ablation study of the effect of different components in TS-TCC and CA-TCC models. We also show the effect of
using two weak or two strong augmentations on their performance. It is clear that using a combination of weak and strong
augmentations yields the best performance. The results are obtained with the linear evaluation experiment on 5% of labeled data
on three datasets.

HAR Sleep-EDF Epilepsy

Component Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score Accuracy MF1-score

TC only 68.16±1.15 66.89±1.11 75.55±0.93 60.19±0.81 88.29±1.29 88.00±1.91
TC + X-Aug 74.22±1.03 72.18±0.99 77.80±0.29 61.28±1.22 90.51±0.43 89.27±0.22
TS-TCC (TC + X-Aug + CC) 77.58±1.78 76.66±1.96 76.98±0.56 70.94±0.46 93.12±0.31 93.67±0.56
CA-TCC (TC + X-Aug + SCC) 88.27±0.38 88.29±0.34 82.14±0.19 74.75±0.06 94.52±0.12 94.00±0.09

TS-TCC (Weak only) 67.39±1.73 65.54±2.42 79.63±0.16 68.15±0.23 93.22±0.11 91.97±0.19
CA-TCC (Weak only) 85.68±0.26 84.77±0.25 81.62±0.89 70.10±1.28 93.84±0.05 92.19±0.10

TS-TCC (Strong only) 50.37±1.18 43.05±1.42 74.84±0.50 64.53±0.58 92.49±0.62 90.60±0.20
CA-TCC (Strong only) 59.59±0.06 53.34±0.49 79.24±0.74 69.39±0.89 93.74±0.04 92.00±0.05
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Fig. 8: Sensitivity analysis experiments on HAR dataset. Figure (a) shows the effect of changing the percentage of the predicted
future timesteps, where we notice a close performance among our two variants. Figure (b) shows the impact of the different
combinations of λ1 and λ2 on TS-TCC performance. Last, figure (c) shows the effect of the different combinations of λ3 and λ4

onn CA-TCC performance.

working conditions, which are considered as four domains
(denoted as domains A, B, C, and D). Here, we train the
model on the data from one condition (i.e., source domain)
and test it on another condition (i.e., target domain). We
adopt three training schemes on the source domain, namely,
(1) Supervised training, (2) TS-TCC fine-tuning, and (3) CA-
TCC fine-tuning. In TS-TCC and CA-TCC fine-tuning, we
fine-tune our pretrained encoder using the labeled data in
the source domain.

Table 3 shows the performance of the three training
schemes under 12 cross-domain scenarios. Clearly, our pre-
trained TS-TCC model consistently outperforms the super-
vised pretraining in 8 out of 12 cross-domain scenarios.
Similarly, with only 1% of labels in each source domain
for training, we find that CA-TCC model outperforms the
supervised pretraining in 9 out of 12 cross-domain scenar-
ios. We find that TS-TCC model can achieve at least ∼7%
improvement in 7 out of 8 winning scenarios (except for
D→B scenario). Similarly, CA-TCC model can achieve at
least ∼8% improvement in 7 out of 9 winning scenarios.
Overall, our two proposed approaches can improve the
transferability of learned representations over the super-
vised training by ∼ 4% and 6% in terms of accuracy.

5.4 Ablation Study

We study the effectiveness of each component in our
proposed CA-TCC model. Specifically, we derive different
model variants for comparison as follows. First, we train

the Temporal Contrasting (TC) module without the cross-
view prediction task, where each branch predicts the future
timesteps of the same augmented view. This variant is
denoted as ‘TC only’. Second, we train the TC module with
adding the cross-view prediction task, which is denoted as
‘TC + X-Aug’. Third, we train the proposed TS-TCC model,
which is denoted as ‘TC + X-Aug + CC’. Finally, we train the
proposed CA-TCC model, which is denoted as ‘TC + X-Aug
+ SCC’. We also study the effect of using a single family of
augmentations on the performance of TS-TCC and CA-TCC.
In particular, for an input x, we generate two different views
x1 and x2 from the same augmentation type, i.e., x1 ∼ Tw
and x2 ∼ Tw when using either the weak augmentation
or the strong augmentation. We show the linear evaluation
results in terms of accuracy and macro F1-score with only
5% throughout these experiments.

Table 6 shows this ablation study on the three datasets.
Clearly, the proposed cross-view prediction task generates
robust features and thus improves the performance by more
than 6% accuracy on HAR datasets, and ∼2% on Sleep-
EDF and Epilepsy datasets. Additionally, the contextual
contrasting module further improves the performance, as
it helps the features to be more discriminative. More im-
provement was achieved by using supervised contextual
contrasting in CA-TCC, which supports the importance of
considering more positive samples from the same class
to generate more discriminative features. By studying the
effect of augmentations on TS-TCC, we find that generat-
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ing different views from the same augmentation type is
not helpful with HAR and Sleep-EDF datasets. For these
complex datasets, using only weak augmentations may not
make a tough cross-view prediction task, leading to close
results to the variant ‘TC only’. Counterpart, using only
strong augmentations deviates the model from recognizing
the original data while testing. However, the less complex
Epilepsy dataset can still achieve comparable performance
with only one augmentation. For CA-TCC, we find that it
consistently outperforms the results of TS-TCC, showing
its effectiveness to improve the representations with the
available few labeled samples. For example, we find that
it highly improves the performance of using only weak or
strong augmentations in both HAR and Sleep-EDF datasets.

5.5 Sensitivity Analysis
We perform sensitivity analysis on the HAR dataset to study
five parameters namely, the number of predicted future
timesteps K in the temporal contrasting module, λ1 and
λ2 in Eq. 7, and λ3 and λ4 in Eq. 10. In specific, we used the
linear evaluation experiment with full labels to assess the
performance.

Fig. 8a shows the effect of K on the overall performance
of TS-TCC and CA-TCC, where the x-axis is the percentage
K/d, and d is the length of the features. Clearly, increasing
the percentage of the predicted future timesteps improves
the performance. However, larger percentages can harm
the performance as it reduces the amount of past data
used for training the autoregressive model. We observe that
predicting 40% of the total feature length performs the best,
and thus we set K as d×40% in our experiments. The
same conclusion can be drawn for both variants of our
framework. Fig. 8b shows the results of varying λ1 and
λ2 in TS-TCC (Eq. 7) in a range between 0.001 and 1000
respectively. We first fix λ1 = 1 and change the values of
λ2. We observe that our model achieves good performance
when λ2 ≈ 1, where the model performs best with λ2 = 0.7.
Consequently, we fix λ2 = 0.7 and tune the value of λ1 as
in Fig. 8b, where we find that our model achieves the best
performance when λ1 = 1. We also find that as λ1 < 10, our
model is less sensitive to its value, while it is more sensitive
to different values of λ2.

We also perform sensitivity analysis on the values of λ3
and λ4 in CA-TCC (Eq. 10) in a similar manner and within
the same ranges, as shown in Fig. 8c. We also used 1% of
labels to generate pseudo labels. Consequently, we chose
the values of λ3 = 0.01 and λ4 = 0.7.

5.6 Augmentation Selection
The proper selection of augmentations is crucial for con-
trastive learning techniques, as contrastive methods are
sensitive to the choice of augmentations [4]. Many studies
showed that composing multiple data augmentation opera-
tions achieves better performance for image data [4], [43].
However, the selection of the proper augmentations that
well-fit time-series data is less explored and still an open
problem [53]. Here, we aim to study the choice of suitable
augmentations for our contrastive learning problem.

We define the weak augmentation as the one that applies
limited change on the shape of the original signal as shown

TABLE 7: A study of TS-TCC linear evaluation performance with
5% of labeled HAR data when using different variations of
weak and strong augmentations.

Weak Augmentation Strong Augmentation Accuracy MF1-score

scale no Aug 46.12 36.67
scale + jitter no Aug 56.98 50.88
no Aug permutation 62.07 52.64
no Aug jitter + permutation 72.35 68.03
time Shift jitter + permutation 71.57 66.97
time Shift + jitter jitter + permutation 74.69 69.33
scale jitter + permutation 72.59 68.90
scale + jitter jitter + permutation 77.58 76.66

in the second row of Fig. 9. Examples of weak augmenta-
tions include scaling and time shifting. On the other hand,
strong augmentation makes strong perturbations on the
signal shape with keeping some of its temporal information,
such as permutation. This is shown in the third row of Fig. 9.
Permutation includes splitting the signal into M chunks
and shuffling their order. Notably, some augmentations such
as jittering (i.e., adding random noise) can be considered
as both strong and weak augmentations depending on the
added noise level. To justify the selection of our proposed
augmentations, we provide a systematic study on the im-
pact of applying several different data augmentations for
each view in TS-TCC (Fig. 1). The results are provided in
Table 7.

We first apply weak augmentation only, i.e., scaling, to
one view without applying any augmentation to the other
view, and the accuracy is only 46.12% as shown in Table 7.
However, by composing jitter to scaling, we can observe a
large performance improvement. Meanwhile, we also apply
strong augmentation only and keep the other view without
augmentations. The accuracy, in this case, is 62.07%, which
is much higher than applying only weak augmentation.
Besides, we notice that adding jitter to the permutation can
further improve the accuracy to 72.35%.

We also test to apply another weak augmentation that
does not highly affect the signal characteristics along with
the strong augmentation. We can find that using time shift as
a weak augmentation achieves relatively good performance,
i.e., an accuracy of 71.57%. Again, it can be found that
adding jitter to time shift further improves the accuracy to
74.69%. Similar results are achieved when replacing time-
shift with scaling. In addition, applying only weak or strong
augmentations to both views results in poorer performance
as shown in Table 6. At this point, we find that applying
weak augmentation for one view and strong augmentations
for other views achieves the best performance, i.e., an ac-
curacy of 77.58%. As an explanation, weak augmentations
apply limited changes to the shape of the original signal as
shown in Fig. 9, which helps the model to perform well on
the test data.

Via observing the different characteristics of three dif-
ferent samples in Fig. 9 in terms of signal magnitude and
sampling rates, we conclude that the choice of proper pa-
rameters for augmentations (e.g., jitter and scaling ratio)
will vary from one dataset to another. Consequently, the
range of parameter choices will be highly dependent on
the characteristics of each time-series data. Therefore, we
propose to normalize the signals as a preprocessing step in
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(a) HAR (b) Sleep-EDF (c) Epilepsy

Fig. 9: Sample from each adopted dataset after normalization along with its weak and strong augmented views. The first row is
the original samples, the second row shows the weak augmented views, and the third row shows the strong augmented views.

our framework to improve parameter selection. For exam-
ple, the value of added jitter after normalizing the signals
in weak augmentation should be less than the ones added
in the strong augmentation. In the experiments, we observe
that the best practice is to normalize the data between 0 and
1 and set the weak jitter to be in the range [0, 0.1] and the
strong jitter in the range [0.1, 1]. Similarly, a scaling ratio
of 2 would be sufficient for the weak augmentation in any
time-series signals.

Similarly, for the strong augmentation, it is important to
properly select the number of chunks M , where the value
of M in time-series data with longer sequences should be
greater than its value in those with shorter sequences. We
find that selecting 40% of the total feature size achieves
the best performance for the three time-series datasets (see
Section 5.5).

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed two representation learning
frameworks for time-series data. The first, i.e., TS-TCC, is
for self-supervised learning from unlabeled data, while the
second, i.e., CA-TCC is for semi-supervised learning when
few labeled samples are available. In particular, we propose
time-series-specific weak and strong augmentations and
provide a systematic study of the choice of these augmenta-
tions. We use these augmentations to learn transformation-
invariant representations through our proposed temporal
and contextual contrasting modules in TS-TCC. By training
a linear classifier with few labels on top of the learned
representation by TS-TCC, it achieved comparable perfor-
mance to the fully-supervised training. In addition, TS-TCC
showed noticeable improvement under different labeling
budgets, where 10% of the labeled data could achieve close
performance to the supervised training with full labeled
data. We extended TS-TCC to the semi-supervised settings
and proposed CA-TCC, which benefits from the pseudo
labels generated by the fine-tuned TS-TCC model to train
a class-aware supervised contrastive loss. CA-TCC was able
to further improve this performance with only 1% of labeled
data when testing on different datasets. In addition, both
variants were able to improve the transferability of the
representations in real-world transfer learning scenarios.
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